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with warm applause, being on all sides acclaimed an
equitable judgment, based squarely upon facts. But to digest
this tome of ten thousand words required time; hence four
days followed its publication before The Times ventured
upon even a synopsis of its verdict; then a day later,
October soth, in a leading article a column and a half long,
it issued its own reactions.
This lucid and fair-minded article outlined the struggle
from its source. Pointing out that early in its development
Barnardo's work enlisted the support of powerful patrons,
"among them the Earl of Shaftesbury", it traced the remark-
able growth of his Mission and the romance of its support.
Then, sketching the campaign of attack, it led up to the
Arbitration and reviewed the Award.
The "case for the attack", stated The Times, was "fully
laid before the Arbitration"; and on "all the gravest of the
original charges" Barnardo was "fully acquitted". There
was "no proof of dishonest management or of intentional
concealment of the real state of the Homes"; and the
Arbitrators were "satisfied with the moral and religious
instruction" imparted. Again The Times pointed out that
the Award proclaimed the Mission a "real philanthropy"
with "a real title to public support"; and, appealing to
Barnardo's Trustees immediately to accept the Arbitrators'
suggestion, and appoint a Committee to confer with The
Director in the Homes' management, the "leader" pro-
ceeded to call for peace. Now that the Award was given,
it pleaded that "the parties who have asked for it" would
have "the good sense to acquiesce in it".
In the light of the Arbitrators5 Judgment and its reception,
the Charity Organisation Society removed immediately the
East End Juvenile Mission—now increasingly known as
"Dr. Barnardo's Homes" *—from its Cautionary List; while
* The publicity given to Barnardo's work by the Arbitration caused the name
"Dr. Barnardo's Homes'* to be popularly accepted as the title of the Mission,
though, of course, the official name was unchanged.

